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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF JACKSON COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA 

TAMARA HARDMAN, individually and as 
_Administratrix of the Estate of EMILY 

EUZABETH-ANNE HARDMAN, 

Plaintiff, 

Y. 


ERIE INSURANCE PROPERTY & CASUALTV 

COMPANY and STEVEN L. PETERS, 


Defendants. 


Clvfl Action No. 08·C ..153 
Honorable David W. Nibert 
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~':-.JOPINION AND ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S ;'.;:.'~~.':~'~ '0 r:,
SUPPLEMENTAL MOTION FOR CLASS CERTIFICATION .,':f.j c; 

I' J ........ _1 t·,;, 


On the 28th day of May, 2015, came the parties to the above-styled adi6n. by 

their respective counsel, for a hearing on the Plaintiffs Supplemental Molion For Class 
/ 

\ Certification. Whereupon the Court, having heard the arguments of counsel, having 

reviewed the memoranda filed by the parties, and having completed a detailed analysis 

of the present Motion. does reach the following findings of fact and conclusions of law: 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. The named Plaintiff in this action is Tamara Hardman, who brings this 

action on behalf of herself and all other persons and/or entities in West Virginia who 

allegedly suffered a pecuniary and/or property loss due to the actions of an 

underinsured motorist and who received offers of underinsured motorists coverage from 

Defendant Erie Insurance Property & Casualty Company on selection/rejection forms 

which were invalid because they were materially different from the underinsured 

motorists coverage selection/rejection forms promulgated by the West Virginia 
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Insurance Commissioner's Office pursuant to W Va. Code §33-6-31d and failed to 

provide all of the necessary information to make the mandatory offer of such coverage. 

2. Defendant Erie Insurance Property & Casualty Company was the insurer 

of the Plaintiff and her family and afforded underinsured motorists coverage for the 

death of the Plaintiffs daughter, Emily Elizabeth-Anne Hardman. 

3. Defendant Steven L. Peters was the claims adjustor assigned by Erie to 

handle the Plaintiffs claims following the death of her daughter. While he is subject to 

the Plaintiffs individual claims, he is not a class Defendant. 

4. This action arises from an October 1, 2006 automobile accident in which 

the Plaintiffs daughter was fatally injured while riding as a passenger in a vehicle 

owned by Janet and David Postlethwaite, and operated by Samuel Lee Postlethwaite. 

5. The Postlethwaite vehicle was traveling south on West Virginia Route 62. 

in Jackson County, West Virginia, when Samuel Postlethwaite lost control of the vehicle 

in a curve and struck a solid rock embankment. causing fatal injuries to all occupants of 

the vehicle. 

6. At the time of the accident, Samuel Postlethwaite was insured under one 

or more poliCies of insurance issued by Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. The 

Plaintiffs decedent was insured under Erie Auto Policy, No. 003-6604212, issued to 

Tamara E. Hardman and Richard C. Hardman by Erie Insurance Property & Casualty 

Company ("Erie"), with purported underinsured motorists coverage limits of Twenty 

Thousand Dollars ($20,OOO) per person/Forty Thousand Dollars ($40.000) per 

" , 



occurrence, and liabitity limits of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) per 

personlThree Hundred Thousand ($30D,OOO) per occurrence. 

- - . 7. Following the deatn of her daughter, the Plaintiff presented a liability claim 

to Nationwide under its policies with the Postlethwaite family, and also presented an 

underinsured motorists claim to Defendant Erie. In response, Defendant Erie 

acknowledged that Samuel Postlethwaite. is an underinsured motorist. but asserted that 

its underinsured motorist coverage is limited to Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000). 

8. Plaintiff has alleged that the selection/rejection form utilized by Erie in 

connection with the Plaintiffs purchase of underinsured motorists coverage was 

defective and violated the requirements imposed by W. Va. Code §§33-6-31 and 33-6

31d. and the requirements of the West Virginia Insurance Commissioner, as the form 

I 
f 

'-
did not provide the Plaintiff with information necessary for Plaintiff to make a knowing 

and informed selection of UIM coverage. 

9. In particular, the Plaintiff has alleged that Defendant Erie cannot prove 

that it made a commercially reasonable and effective offer of underinsured motorists 

coverage to the Plaintiff because Defendant Erie did not use the underinsured motorists 

coverage selection/rejection form promulgated by the West Virginia Insurance 

Commissioner's Office through the Commissioner's Informational Letter 88 (effective 

July, 1983 through July, 2000) and Informational Letter 121 (effective July, 2000 

through the present), and did not otherwise provide Plaintiff with the information 

necessary to make a knowing and intelligent selection of coverage. ~' 
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10. Both Informational Letter # 88 and Informational Letter #121 require 

insurers doing business in West Virginia to use a prescribed underinsured motorists 

coverage selection/rejection form which states the total premium for each offered (evel 

of underinsured motorists coverage. up to the policy's liability limits, and require that the 

insured mark his/her selection of coverage. 

11. The Erie underinsured motorists coverage selection/rejection form at issue 

in this case was signed by the Plaintiff on October 31. 2003. 

12. Rather than providing the insured with a single column listing the 

applicable premium for each level of optional coverage, the form utilized by Erie lists 

each level of premium for the first vehicle to be insured under a column labeled 

"Premium (First Vehicle)", and then separately lists the premium for each additional 

vehicle under a column labeled "Premium (Each Add'i Vehicle)." The Plaintiff asserts 

that this makes Erie's underinsured motorists' coverage selectiOn/rejection fonns 

materially inconsistent with the Commissioner's mandated forms. 

13. Unlike the forms promulgated by the Commissioner through Informational 

Letters 88 and 121, Erie's forms do not provide the insured with the total premium for 

each optional coverage level. Instead. Erie requires its insureds to detennine how many 

vehicles will be insured and to calculate the total premium for each available level of 

coverage by adding the premium for the first vehicle insured to the premium for each 

additional vehicle multiplied by the number of additional vehicles. In order to compare 

the possible premiums for each level of coverage. an insured must compl~le these 
.... ., !..... ~.~! :-:.. 
!..;.:-., .......J.. ~) 


multiple calculations for each optional level of coverage. The to~fp.~~tniutns to~) 
~~:~:'~~..:.: 
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arrived at by making these calcu[ations are not identified anywhere on Erie's form and 

Erie has provided no information that the rate calculations were othelWise provided. 

14. The only wayan Erie insured can determine the total premium for each - 

optional level of coverage is to perform multiple rate calculations for each separate level 

of optional coverage and then compare the results. 

15_ The Plaintiff initiated this action against Erie. seeking a declaratory 

judgment as to the amount of UIM coverage available 10 the Estate of Emily Elizabeth~ 

Anne Hardman, and further seeking to recover for Erie's alleged breach of contract, bad 

faith. and violations of the West Virginia Unfair Trade Practices Act (W Va. Gode §33

11-4(9), et seq.) in connection with its handling of her claim for underinsured motorists 

coverage. Plaintiff has moved to bifurcate her claims for Defendants' violations of the 

/ West Virginia Unfair Trade Practices Act from the coverage issue. 

16. Because the UIM selection/rejection form used by Erie is a form which 

Erie has used to make offers of UIM coverage throughout the State of West Virginia, the 

Plaintiff sought leave to file her Second Amended Complaint to assert a class action on 

behalf of all similarly situated persons pursuant to Rule 23 of the West Virginh:l;Rules of 
7' [,.._ ~ IJ .":S" -;0 

Civil Procedure. 	 ~.},}./~ ~~ ~ 
: ~~.~;..;: ":: ___ C) 

17. 	 The Court granted the Plaintiffs request to amend to ais~;'.Cla~ act~~ 
r !f'.~' _-:"; .J l11 

r'.~~t::if~~ CJthrough its Order entered on March 24, 2010. 	 ;::' _:tIl t:-.I 
to') 

18. The Court then entered its original Opinion and Order Granting Pit3intiff's 

Motion for Certification on November 15,2010, and proceeded to address the coverage 

issues raised by the Plaintiffs claims in an order entered on March 15, 2011. 

( 
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19. In its Opinion And Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion For Partial Summary 

Judgment As To Underinsured Motorists Insurance Coverage. the Court rejected Erie's 

position with respect to the validity of its selection/rejection forms and found that both 

the Plaintiff and the proposed class were entitled to UIM coverage in an amount equal 

to their liability limits as a matter of law. 

20. On February 11. 2011. the Defendants filed their Petition For Writ Of 

Prohibition asking the West Virginia State Supreme Court of Appears to vacate the 

Opinion and Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Certification and find that the Court 

failed to make the requisite findings of fact for class certification. 

21. The State Supreme Court granted the Defendants' Petition on June 14. 

2011. and directed this Court to conduct a class certification analysis pursuant to In Re 

West Virginia RezuNn Litigation. 214 W.Va. 52. 585 S.E.2d 52 (W.Va. 2003), and State 

ex rei. Chemtallinc. V. Madden, 216 W.Va. 443, 607 S.E.2d 772 (W.Va. 2004). 

22. The Plaintiff served her Supplemental Motion For Class Certification on 

August 5, 2011, which add ressed the issues discussed by the State $.upr~e Eourt.in. 

~~ f~ ':.~.~.:~~ .~ .-: i~ 


its ruling on the Defendants' Petition, and again requested that the)~.C?~~ certify t~ 

;~:..; • .:::. w ::-0
""\ .. ' 0I tl case as a c ass ac on. 	 :';:~;::L\ '~.l rT1 
!'~:':;:';-;i 0 

23. Subsequent to the Court's ruling on the coverage issui'in-tffi's ca~e and 
L ....l 

the filing of the Plaintiffs Supplemental Motion For Class Certification I the West Virginia 

State Supreme Court decided Thomas, at al. v. McDermott, et al., 232 W.Va. 159.751 

S.E.2d 264 0N. Va. 2013), and found that an insurer's failure to use the mandatory form 

resulted in the loss of a statutory presumption that the insurer make a commercially 
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reasonable offer of UJM coverage, requiring the insurer to prove a "commercially 

reasonable offer" and a "knowing and informed rejection" under the standards set forth 

- in Bias V.' Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co.,-179 W. Va. 125,365 S.E.2d 789 (1987) . (Thomas 

at Syl. 	Pts. 3 and 12.) Thus, Thomas requires a factual determination under the Bias 

standard instead of an "automatic roll-upv of UIM to the amount of coverage which was 

required to have been offered. 

24. 	 The State Supreme Court's ruling in Thomas prompted the Plaintiff to 

seek leave to amend her Complaint to clarify the class relief sought. This Court granted 

such leave and Plaintiff filed her Third Amended Complaint on June 10,2016. 
p ~ . ~ 

25. 	 Plaintiff seeks to limit the class relief sought to a declar:§t9P.i.Judgr.nent ~t 
~ -:" ~~.; ';-; t' :; {.-) 

the selection/rejection form used by Erie is invalid and fails to compIY··~1frW. ~. C~ 
. at;.::--: ,-. _ CJ 

/ §§ 33-6-31 and 33-6-31d. ~,;,~:5,~:;.::: '1) G 
\ .~ :~~:.:~-'.:;; r:-~ 

26. 	 The Plaintiff has proposed that the class be defined as foTfows: I..)
c,) 

All citizens of West Virginia who, from June 25.2000 to the present 
were involved in a motor vehicle accident covered under an Erie 
Insurance Property & Casualty Company motor vehicle insurance 
policy issued in West Virginia, who were insureds under any Erie 
policy and who were injured by or suffered property damage 
caused by an act of an underinsured motorist, and who did not 
receive underinsured motorists coverage benefits at least equal to 
the liability limits stated in the policy declarations, excluding from 
the Class, the following: 

a. 	 Persons who signed a compliant underinsured motorists 
coverage selection/rejection form; 

b. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists bodily injury 
claim for less than the stated underinsured motorists bodily 
injury coverage limits: 

( 
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c. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists property 
damage claim for less than the stated underinsured 
motorists property damage coverage limits; 

d. Persons who settled a bodily injury claim where the 
tortfeasor's bodily injury liability limits were not 
"constructively exhausted;" 

e. 	 Persons who settled a property damage claim where the 
tortfeasor's property damage liability limits were not 
"constructively exhausted;" 

f. 	 Persons who obtained a judgment against a tortfeasor for 
less than the applicable and existing liability and stated 
underinsured motorists coverage limits; 

g. 	 Persons who made an underinsured motorists bodily injury 
claim where the underinsured bodily injury policy limits were 
equal to or greater than the bodily injury liability limits of the 
Erie policy; and 

,.... 
-:.;'.,11 

h. 	 Persons who made an underinsured property da,mage- clai"tn '??, 
where the underinsured property damage pOlicf!lf.rrni~ were '() 
equal to or greater than the property damage Jja~l~,ljfuits EH L~ 
the Erie policy. :" ~:~',:'::~ '-':! ~ 

"';~;;'.:"\ -} r1"1 
r.'.-,-,.:... L 0 
~~.; :~~ :~:.~:; \ '" ) 
- t _(.U''' .' 

27. Plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint does not seek to recOVer dama~es on 

behalf of the proposed class, which require individual factual determinations, but instead 

only seeks a declaratory judgment with respect to the validity of the Erie forms which 

will apply across the entire class. 

28. Erie has asserted that merely determining whether its selection/rejection 

forms are valid on a class wide basis will not determine whether the individual members 

of the proposed class will actually have "claims" for underinsured motorists coverage, 

such that there is no "actual controversy" between Erie and the proposed class. 
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29. In contrast. Plaintiff asserts that her proposed class meets all of the 

requirements of a class action pursuant to Rule 23. Plaintiff further asserts that a class 

-action is the best vehicle for the resolution of the claims asserted by the-Plainfiff and the 

putative class in this case, as aI/ of the claims arise from Erie's use of the same 

defective form. 

30. The Defendants have opposed certification, asserting that the Plaintiff 

cannot meet various requirements for class certification. Specifically, the Defendants 

assert that the Plaintiffs proposed class is overly broad; that sufficient numerosity has 

not been established; that the Plaintiff has not established commonality or typicaljty; 

and. finally. that the Plaintiff will not adequately protect the interests of the other class 
::~ 

members. -;>1 <-<" 
0" _~. •• 

...".. 
, 

:::0 
r'-" 

~~.'::~~~f.~ ~;~ ~ 
31. 	 The Defendants also assert that the Plaintiff cannot meet~~pica~ an~ 

'.~.-.. :-:.t' ~ ..... 0 
commonality requirements for class certification under Rule 23 becaus&-!e{ven iflErie'$-q 

~:.;:::~>.:I>:'.: 0 
-f" ,.,,<...,) t:¥ 

selection/rejection forms are found to be defective, the validity of each'lndividuatelaim 
o 

will still require individual fact finding with respect to whether Erie can prove that a 

commercially reasonable offer was made to each Individual insured under the standards 

set forth in Bias v. Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co.• 179 W. Va. 125, 365 S.E.2d 789 (W.Va. 

1987). 

32. In support of their position on this issue, the Defendants direct the Court to 

Judge Robert Chambers' interlocutory decision in Marlin v. State Farm Mutual 

Automobile Insurance Co., Civil Act. No. 3:10-0144, 2011 WL 3667456 (S.D. W.va. 

Aug. 22. 2011). In Martin, the District Court found that the underinsured motorists 
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coverage selectionl rejection forms used by State Farm to offer underinsured motorists 

coverage to the Plaintiffs did not comply with the prescribed Insurance Commissioner's 

forms under W. Va. Code §33-6·31d, but also found that the failure to use the 

prescribed forms merely resulted in the loss of a presumption of a commercially 

reasonable offer rather than coverage automatically being "rolled up" the insured's 

policy. 
If .~.- -""' 

-~ (- (~ • .,#..,! 

~..=:~):.';.; {.. - 1""11 
33. Like the Plaintiff in this case. the Plaintiffs in Martin had~a~erteq.:that the 

~~.~} r.~·i ~ ~ 
failure to use the prescribed forms resulted in underinsured motorists:;~v;erag~ be~ 

:·?itJ~~:~~~. lJ d 
added to the policy as a matter of law in the amount the insurer wa~rei:ll1tredlt0 offer. 

~J 

The District Court in Martin denied the Plaintiffs request for class certification betause it 

determined that the claims of each proposed class member would require individual 

fact-finding under the standards set forth in Bias. 

34. The Defendants further assert that the Plaintiff cannot establish sufficient 

numerosity because the claims of many of the proposed class members are barred by 

either the applicable statute of limitations or the fact that many of the proposed class 

members may have signed releases which would deprive them of any further right to 

pursue additional underinsured motorists coverage benefits. In the same fashion. the 

Defendants also assert that those policyholders who only insured one vehicle should 

not be a part of the proposed class because such policyholders would not be required to 

complete multiple calculations to determine the applicable premiums. 

35. Finally, the Defendants assert that the Plaintiff will not adequately 

represent the interests of the proposed class because she has no standing to assert 
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property damage claims, inasmuch as she has not asserted an UIM property damage 

claim in her individual case and because she is pursuing individual claims for the 

- Defendants' violations of West Virginia's Unfair Trade Practices Act which ·would liot 

apply to all class members. 

36. The Plaintiff has responded by asserting that unlike the proposed class in 

Martin, the Plaintiff's proposed class here is not be seeking to recover dama~6 on a 
.'C' t_r:'\ r!--:- ?' 

class- wide basis, but is only seeking a declaratory judgment with res~~tW, th~ validi~; 
I" -)" ,·r·' C 
-:~ ; "1-:...:.;'; &. • -

of the Erie UIM selection/rejection forms. :·:"~?7,:, ~ 5 
r:~~"'f'".C:!;: U rn 
:t\ 'J .... , .• ~ c:J 

37. In addition, the Plaintiff has pointed out that in Mat.Un;~tatei~Farm
r' • 

w 
presented the Court with evidence of communications by State Farm's agentsCfo its 

insured. In the present case, in contrast, Erie has not presented the Court with any 

r' evidence of any information communicated by its agents to Erie's insureds, except for 
\, 

the selection/ rejection form itself. 

38. The Plaintiff has further responded by pointing out that the Defendants' 

arguments with respect to the statute of limitations, releases and numerosity are merely 

attempts to assert various defenses to the merits of certain class members' claims. 

39. The Plaintiff has also directed the Court to Erie's discovery responses, 

wherein Erie has identified over one hundred insureds who had polices with stated 

underinsured motorists coverage limits which were less than their liability coverage 

limits and who had claims where the stated limits of underinsured motorists coverage 

was paid. Plaintiff points out that this group does not include the multitude of insureds 

who received a defective offer and rejected UIM coverage altogether. 
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40. Plaintiff has responded to Erie's arguments regarding the fact that she is 

pursuing individual claims for the Defendants' violations of West Virginia's Unfair Trade 

Practices Act which would not apply to aI/ class members by moving the Court to 

bifurcate her claims against Defendants under the UTPA, pending resolution of the 

coverage issue. 

41. The Court has granted the Plaintiff leave to amend her class claims to limit 

them to the declaratory issue of whether Erie's selection/rejection form used by Erie is 

invalid. 

42. In light of the Plaintiff's amendment/clarification of her class claims, the 

issue of whether or not certification of the Plaintiffs proposed class is appropriate under 
r~"; 
-.::,!Jo 

Rule 23 of the West Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure is now ripe fO~:F~~~dera~on ~ 
.'.~ ;-,:;:~~.;; ~= Pl 

this Court. ~):~?~~~~ ..-- g 
:,~';-·:t:~~ VJ 5

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW , .', ""..'" -0 r"Tl 
:-'~ '~.~~~~!\ i:::i 

1. Under Rule 23 of the West Virginia Rules of Civil Prbtecitire, ~.~class 
:;, 

representative is entitled to class certification if the Court is satisfied after a thorough 

analysis that she establishes all of the requirements of Rule 23(a), and meets at least 

one of the tests of Rule 23(b). See In Re West Virginia Rezulin Utigation, 585 S.E.2d 

52; State ex rei. Chemtall, Inc. v. Madden, 607 S.E.2d 772 (W.va. 2004). 

2. The merits of the case are not the issue in class certification. A trial court 

is not authorized to conduct a preliminary inquiry into the merits of a suit in order to 

determine whether it may be maintained as- a class action. See In Re West Virginia 

Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.2d, at 63. 
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3. Rule 23(c)(4) of the West Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure expressly 

recognizes that parties may pursue a class action with respect to particular issues which 

- do not reSolve the-ind-iviaual class member's- entire "claim," and provides:- - - - - -

(4) When appropriate (A) an action may be brought or 
maintained as a class action with respect to particular 
issues, 

See also Central Wesleyan College v. W.R. Grace & CO.,6 F.3d 177, 185 (4th Cir. 1993) 

(recognizing that the similar federal Rule 23(c)(4)(A) specifically allows an action to be 

maintained "as a class action with respect to particular issues."} Furthermore, West 

Virginia's State Supreme Court of Appeals has recognized that a single common 

question of law or fact is sufficient to meet the commonality requirement necessary for 

class certification. In Re: West Virginia Rezu[in Litigation, 585 S.E.2d 52 at 67 (2003). 

f 4. Before certifying a class under Rule 23, a Circuit Court must determine\. 
that the party seeking class certification has satisfied all four prerequisites contained in 

Rule 23(a) - numerosity, commonality, typicality, and adequacy of representation - and 

has satisfied one of the three subdivisions of Rule 23{b). As long as these prerequisites 

to class certification are met, a case should be allowed to proceed on behalf of the class 

proposed by the party. See Syllabus Point 8 In Re West Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 585 

S.E.2d 52. 

5. Any question as to whether a case should proceed as a class in a doubtful 

case should be resolved in favor of allowing class certification. Id. at 65 citing Esplin v. 

Hirschi, 402 F.2d 94, 101 

( 
, 
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interests of justice require that in a doubtful case ... any error, if there ~ to~e oo~ 
~ ~:~, c~ r 
.:.-.~.::,c;: ~.~ (I

should be committed in favor of allowing the class action. tt). r-~(·';.-"'" \ 0 

Nu_rosfty s~i~, 90 ~ 
6. The relevant inquiry in regard to numerosity is not whethe~~iits:impoi§ible 

':;J 

to join aU of the daims but. rather, whether it is impracticable to do so. See In Re West 

Virginia Rezulin Litigation. 585 S.E.2d at 65-67; Jefferson County Bd. of Educ. v. 

Jefferson County Educ. Ass'n, 393 S.E.2d 653,660 (W.Va. 1990); Mitchem v. Melton. 

277 S.E.2d 895, 902 (W.Va. 1981) ("[T]he test for 'impracticability' of joining all 

members does not mean 'impossibility' but only difficulty or inconvenience of joining all 

members."). 

7. The Court notes that there is no "magic number" that will constitute a 

class, and a party seeking class certification is not required to prove the identity of each 

class member or the specific number of members. See In Re West Virginia Rezulin 

Utigation, 585 S.E.2d at 66; In fe NASDAQ Market-Makers Antitrust Utigation, 169 

F.R.D. 493, 509 (S.D.N.Y. 1996). The West Virginia Supreme Court has recognized 

that a class may consist of as few as seventeen members. See In Re West Virginia 

Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.2d at 66 citing Arkansas Educ. Ass'n. v. Board of Educ., 446 

F.2d 763 (8th Cir. 1971). 

8. Additionally, Plaintiff is permitted to rely on reasonable inferences drawn 

from the available facts in order to estimate the size of the class, and the Court js 

likewise permitted to rely on reasonable estimates of the number of members in the 

proposed class. See In Re West Virginia RezuJin Litigation. 585 S.E.2d at 65-66; 
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NASDAQ. 169 F.R.D. at 509; Rex v. Owens ex reI. Oklahoma. 585 F.2d 432, 436 (10th 

Cir.1978). 

- - 9. The Court- finds that the numerosity requirement of Rule 23(a) is clearfy

met in this case. The putative class numbers substantially in excess of one hundred 

members. as established by the fact that Erie has produced in discovery a list of over 

one hundred insureds who had polices with stated underinsured motorists coverage 

limits which were less than their liability coverage limits, and who had claims where the 

stated limits of underinsured motorists coverage was paid by Erie. In addition, it is 

reasonable for the Court to infer that a substantial number of insureds who received a 

defective offer from Erie rejected underinsured motorists coverage altogether. and they 

are also be members of the proposed class. As such, the Court finds that the proposed 

class dearly exceeds one hundred members. ,._.( ~:" 

-:: ...' (. ~I! (....- _ .... 

10. 	 Under the standard set by the West Virginia Supreme G.9.~I:1;J~ R~~ulin.~·al 
.":~r: :~~ r-- ':J 

group of over one hundred putative members is sufficient to 	satisfy {lie~ule ~(a)(~
:. :'~::~>~ . 0 
J.;;c:j:~:~ -Q rTl

numerosity requirement. 	 i'·:·:':~.r·i 0 
~ .. , VI t:-:l 

11. The Court finds unavailing Erie's assertion that some of the putati~ class 

members may have signed releases. or their claims may be barred by an applicable 

statute of limitations. Erie has provided no such releases to the Court. Even if any such 

releases exist, the Court finds that issues would exist as to the validity of such releases, 

As such, the issue of any release executed by any putative member is an issue that 

goes to the merits of the particular claim of a particular putative class member. and the 

individual would still be a member of the putative class (although. perhaps. with a claim 

( 
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that is subject to a defense). Moreover, because the Plaintiff is now seeking class 

certification only with respect to the validity of the Erie selectionlrejection form, issues 

concerning potential defenses to the claims of some class members will not arise. 

12. Moreover. Erie has provided no evidence to suggest, and the Court finds it 

unreasonable to believe that those putative class members who rejected UIM coverage 

based upon Erie's defective form would have signed any release in favor of Erie, as Erie 

denIed the availability of UIM coverage to them. As such, the Court concludes that the 

number of putative class members, even excluding those who may have executed a 

release, is suffiCient to meet the numerosity reQuirementfor class certification. 

13. The Court reaches a similar conclusion with respect to Erie's assertion 

that the claims of certain putative class members may be barred by an applicable 

statute of limitations. Erie has provided the Court with no explanation as to how the 

contractual claims of any putative class member can be subject to a statute of 

limitations defense, as the putative class consists only of those individuals involved in 

accidents within ten (10) years of the filing of Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint. 

As such. the statutes of limitation for such contractual claims are not be implicated. 

14. As for any additional. extra·contractual claims, the Court finds that 

because Plaintiff has limited the class issues to the validity of the Erie selection/rejection 

form. the existence of extra-contractual claims on the part of some members of the 

proposed class is irrelevant to the question of whether or not certification of a class only 

with respect to the validity of Erie's selection/rejection form is appropriate. 
r .... 
"."'), 

:~ '=--t") "'- . t-:"":~:-.' . - 0'~.

'-.:..: r:1 
.....~ r.' (l)J i r·· ("') 
;.::::;~:~~ ~ C-:J 

~~~~ 

Lv ::;:J

;'~t~ 'UI\"~"""~ ('1
~. -tr,.... -<til a!~} 

L·J 
0 
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Commonality 

15. To certify a class there must be questions of law or fact common to the 

class, Which is commonly referred to as- the "commonality" requirement. W. Va. R. Civ. - 

u
P. 23(a)(2). 	 -::J ~'7-' ~,.. ::J . ,... . , {.~ r-n~~ 

:1:!:~ ;.:,c.: ,::,; _. 
16. 	 The commonality requirement is satisfied if the Plaintiff c~ft~~'rnoOStrat~ 

:.:::..~J;-.. w ;0 

one or more common questions of law or fact affecting all or a sUbstantji1.~~rt\kr~ the~ 
.'.-.-.,., c::; 
r .f:;;:::t f"'" .') 

class members. See In Re West Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.~ a1··",67. Jhe 
C) 

standard is not high. and a single common question of law or fact may be sufficient. /d.; 

see, also, State ex reI. Chemtall, Inc. v. Madden, 607 S.E.2d 772, 781 (W.Va. 2004) (a 

common nucleus of fact or law is usually enough to satisfy the commonality 

requirement). 

i 	 17. The U. S. Supreme Court recently discussed how the commonality
\ 

requirement applies to the claims of each proposed class member in the case of Wa/-

Mart Stores, Inc. V. Dukes, 131 S.Ct. 2541 (2011). and indicated: 

Their claims must depend upon a common contention - - for example. the 
assertion of discriminatory bias on the part of the same supervisor. That 
common contention. moreover. must be of such a nature that it is capable 
of classwide resolution - - which means that determination of its truth or 
falsity will resolve an issue that is central to the validity of each one of the 
claims in one stroke. 

Dukes at 2551. 

18. The Court finds that there are numerous common questions of law and 

fact present in this case amongst all of the proposed class members with respect to the 

validity of Erie's selection/rejection form. Specifically, Erie is alleged to have used the 

same defective underinsured motorist coverage selection/rejection form with respect to 
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all members of the proposed class and its use of the form presents the same factual 

scenario in the case of each. Both the Plaintiff and the proposed class must prove that 

Erie violated W. Va. Code §33-6-31d by failing to use the selection/rejection form 

promulgated by the Insurance Commissioner to offer underinsured motorists coverage 

to its customers and. therefore is not entitled to a statutory presumption under Thomas. 

The same proof is applicable to the claims of all of the putative class members since it 

is alleged that Erie used the same form throughout West Virginia over a period of many 

years (at least the entire time period encompassed by the class). Moreover. the effect 

of such proof would be the same with respect to each claim since the failure to make a 

commercially reasonable offer of underinsured motorists coverage using the 

Commissioner's form in each case would result in the loss of the presumption in each 

case. Therefore, Erie's use of an improper and defective selection/rejection form to 

offer underinsured motorists coverage is a common question of fact among all members 

of the proposed class which, if proven, would resolve in one action an lssue which is 

central to all of the class members' claims for underinsured motorists coverage. 

19. The Court further finds that issues regarding Erie's use of a defective form 

will be common to the class in light of the fact that the rights of all putative class 

members with respect to the loss of the statutory presumption under Thomas are 

affected by Erie's use of the same form and the same alleged defects in the form. 

Thus, proof of Erie's use of a defective selection/rejection form by one class member 

would be applicable to the claims of all other class members and a determination that 
....., ., 
(.i.= 
( . 
<.:r-

1.>..1 
o 
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Erie's UIM selection/rejection form is defective would apply to all other Erie customers 

who received offers of underinsured motorists coverage on the non-compliant fonn. 

20. The Defendants reliance upon the DistncCCourt's ceCision in Martin-v.-

State Farm Mutual Automobife Insurance Co., Civil Act. No. 3:10-0144, 2011 WL 

3667456 (S.~. W.Va. Aug. 22, 2011), is misplaced. 

21. Rather than requiring the customer to perform a series of calcul'it!Ons like 
71 t-t.:=:; ~ ';7J 

the forms used by Erie, the State Farm forms in Martin added addjti?~~IUrT1:Q? Wt1f~ 
:;'-. :: ~~.~ ;.~ 0 

reflected other possible premiums If the customer chose to have coJli.31~'fco~ge::G)' 
<~. ~~,.:-,~~:~ 'u ~ 

was given a multi-vehicle discount. In that regard, the District Court~:~in P:-9ted,:at 
1_·.1 

pg. 5 of the August 22, 2011 Memorandum Opinion And Order. 	 C::l 

Thus, rather than having one premium for each level of coverage like the 
Insurance Commissioner's fanns, State Farm's forms instead list either 

( 
\ 	 two or four different premiums that are dependent on whether the insured 

qualifies for a multi-vehicle discount, and/or whether the insured has 
collision insurance. Thus, any insured marking "select" next to a 
coverage level has no idea, based on the face of the UIM form, which 
premium he or she will be paying. 

(Emphasis supplied.) However, the Court in Martin went on to find that the affidavits 

submitted by State Farm's agents combined with the information regarding possible 

premiums provided on State Farm's forms was sufficient to establish that a 

commercially reasonable offer was made under the Bias standards. 

22. Unlike the forms used by State Farm in Martin, the only wayan Erie 

insured looking at Erie's forms could determine the total premium for each optional Jevel 

of coverage was to perform multiple rate calculations for each separate optional level of 

UIM coverage and then compare the results. 
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23. Since Erie did not provide its customers specific information regarding the 

cost for each optional level of UIM coverage on its selection/rejection form, the only way 

it could prove a commercially reasonable offer under Bias in this case would be to 

demonstrate that it provided the premiums for each optional level of UIM coverage in 

some other way, as allegedly done by State Farm in Martin. No such evidence was 

produced by Erie in response to the Plaintiff's Motion For Partial Summary Judgment on 

the coverage issue and none has been provided since the Court ruled against Erie on 

this issue on March 15, 2011. Therefore, Martin simply does not apply and provides no 

support for Erie's position. 
~'~;~i:~'~ ~r :-..:; 

24. In addition, the Court finds that the issue of the ~~jjf~f!¥ of~he :!lJM 
~..:§:~~;-=-;~ - C) 

selection/rejection form utilized by Erie in making mandatory offers Qf~;co~rag~ a 
~ ~1, r.'" . .:; :..:~ -n ~~'..
'\., ;u.-~ ..,.. U I r, 

common issue necessary to the resolution of the claim for UI~:r~~fits-:.~f e~ry 
L>J 

putative class member. As it is the burden of the insurer, in this case Erie, to prove that 

a commercially reasonable offer of UIM benefits has been made to the insured, it is a 

central issue to the claim for UIM benefits of every putative class member whether Erie 

utilized the form promulgated by the Insurance Commissioner or, instead, used a 

defective form. The Court has determined that Erie failed to use the prescribed form, 

and that the form utilized by Erie failed to inform Erie's insureds of the total cost for each 

optional level of UIM coverage. Without this essential information, Erie's insureds were 

unable to make a knowing and informed selections and/or rejections of coverage, since 

they could not compare the relative costs of the optional limits of UIM coverage 

available to them. This material issue, therefore, is a common issue that exists as a 
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necessary foundation block for the claim of every class member, since Erie has based 

its rejection of UIM coverage for each putative class member solely upon its use of the 

defective form at issue in the present action.- 

25. Accordingly, the Court finds that the commonality requirement of Rule 

23(a)(2) is satisfied in this case. 

Typicality 	 r .• 
..... ::r 

26. The third requirement of Rule 23(a) is that the claims ofl~~re;~tati~, 
r;:~~~~:.~-;i ~::~ ~ 

Plaintiff be typical of the claims of the class members as a whole. :.W:.v..a~ R.;:tiv. §5 
...: :-..: :~'c' i-:"\ '.:::1 

23(a)(3}. "A representative party's claim or defense Jis typical if it aris~i~~q, t~sarr£ 
";:!- _.; (fl t:-:> 

event or practice or course of conduct that gives rise to the claims of oth~lass 

members, and if his or her claims are based on the same legal theory.·.. In re Wast 

I Virginia Rezulin LitigaUon, 585 S.E.2d at 68 (citing 1 Newberg on Class Actions, 4th 
\ 

Ed., § 3.13 at 328). The typicality requirement requires that the representative Plaintiff 

establish the bulk of the elements of each class member's claim when they prove their 

own claims. See State ex rei. Chemtall, Inc. v. Madden, 607 S.E.2d at 783 (W.Va. 

2004). 

27. The harm suffered by the named Plaintiffs may differ in degree from that 

suffered by other members of the class so long as the harm suffered is of the same 

type. Jd.; see, also, Boggs v. Divested Atomic Corp., 141 F.R.D. 58, 65 (S.D.Ohio 

1991). If a representative's interests sufficiently parallel that of the class to ensure a 

vigorous and full presentation of all potential claims of relief, Rule 23(a)(3) is satisfied. 

See In Re West Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.2d at 68.. Even the fact that 

I 

t 
\. 
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defenses may be asserted against some of the class members and not others will not 

destroy representative status. Id. 

28. As discussed herein, the Court finds that the same questions of law and 

fact will apply to af! of the putative class members on the issue of the validity of Erie's 

UIM selection/rejection form. Specifically, the Court finds that the harm allegedly 

suffered by each proposed class members is the same, inasmuch as each has been 

deprived of underinsured motorists coverage benefits and each is potentially subject to 

the statutory presumption which would not apply if Erie used a defective UIM 

selection/rejection form. While proposed class members may have suffered differing 

degrees of harm based upon the accidents in which they were involved or the injuries 

they sustained, the issue of the validity of Erie's UIM selection/rejection form is typical of 

the proposed class as a whole. All would be entitled to underinsured motorists 

coverage benefits in the amount that Erie was required by law to offer If Erie failed to 

make a commercially reasonable offer of UIM coverage, and all would benefit equally 

from a finding that Erie's UIM selection/rejection form is invalid such that Erie will have 

lost the statutory presumption of a commercially reasonable offer. 

29. Further, the Court finds that the most significant number of the putative 

class would not have signed releases, as the largest group of the putative class are 

likely those persons who rejected UIM coverage based upon Erie's defective UIM 

selection/rejection form, but whose rejection was not knOwing and lnfonned. The Court 

finds it unlikely that Erie somehow obtained a release from insureds to whom it denied 

all UIM benefits. ,....., 
:"? Lo ;:;: 
"':;r":'.~''':;'.' t__ 

,= 
.-............
r;;:f5!:;S c':;; r":'l 

;~~:;:; r .:-; 
0w :::0 
a?~~~}.~ U ",..., .... -i1"l'J 

..... -{v, 
r:~ 0 

l..!.J 
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30. Accordingly. the Court finds that the typicality requirement of Rule 23(a}(3) 

is satisfied in this case. 
:..., L.!~: ~- ..... ....: 


Adequacy of Representation :"~~~~:~ - ~~- - P'1 

r;~";;:t.::7 ,-- CJ 

;.O:'S:~!~~ ..; - c:> 


31. For certification to be proper, it is necessary that the reR~~~;ativ:&'pa~ 

will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class. W.Va. R. C~~~~~3(~4). g
1_ -<>r. W 

v.J 
32. Erie challenges the adequacy of Tamara Hardman to serve--as the 

representative of the class. but its arguments in that regard merely restate Erie's earlier 

arguments that the Plaintiffs claims are not typical of the claims of the putative class 

and involve bad faith and Unfair Trade Practices Act claims which are unique to her. As 

noted above. the Court finds that the Plaintiffs claims are typical of, if not identical to, 

those of the other proposed class members with respect to the validity of Erie's UIM 

( selectIon/reject jon form, which is the only issue for which certification of a class is 
1 
i 

sought. All are based upon the common contention that Erie used a defective UIM 

selection/rejection form, which results in Erie's loss of the statutory presumption of a 

commercially reasonable offer of UIM coverage and the shifting of the burden to Erie to 

prove that it made a commercially reasonable offer of UIM coverage. The Plaintiff has 

moved to bifurcate her individual claims against Defendants for alleged violations of W 

Va. Code §33-11-4(9) and, as such, the same are not at issue at this time. 

33. Erie has not provided any evidence to suggest that Plaintiffs counsel are 

not competent to represent the class or to suggest that the Plaintiffs interests are in 

conflict in any way with those of the class. In fact, Erie's Response to Plaintiffs Motion 

( 
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indicates that it does not challenge Plaintiffs counsel's adequacy for representing the 

proposed class. 

34. When assessing the class representatives' ability to adequately ~resent 
c::- P ....., 

~ ~I~ "~ 

the interest of the class. the Court must con,sider the abilities of bot~~~~o~ys wg, 
'-~:.2~~..~.~ __ 

represent the class representatives, and the class representatives ·!~61~fJlves'. ~ 
r.) r~ ':;:'.:. i ·0 rn 

Black v. Rhone-Poulenc, Inc., 173 F.R.D. 156, 162 (S.D.W.Va. 19j6.~~ Rf!:: We'i? 
.-' 

Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.2d, at 69. 

35. The Court finds that the Plaintiff and class counsel. who are experienced 

in class litigation, have vigorously pursued this case thus far and will be able to continue 

doing so without raiSing any improper conflicts of interest. 

36. In light of all of the foregoing, the Court finds that Mrs. Hardman and her 

proposed counsel are adequate to represent the interests of the class In this case. 

Rule 23(b) Requirements 

37. Having found that the Plaintiffs proposed class meets all of the 

requirements of Rule 23(a), the Court turns to the requirements of Rule 23(b). 

38. Rule 23(b)(3) permits an action to proceed as a class action if the court 

finds that the questions of law or fact common to the members of the class predominate 

over any questions affecting only individual members, and that a class action is superior 

to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. 

W.Va. R. Clv. P. 23(b)(3). 

39. The matters pertinent to the Court's findings include: (a) the interest of 

members of the class in individually controlling the prosecution or defense of separate 
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actions; (b) the extent and nature of any litigation concerning the controversy already 


commenced by or against members of the class; (c) the desirability or undesirability of 


~ concentrating the litigation of the claims in the particular forum; and(dj the difficulties' 


likely to be encountered in the management of a class action. W.Va. R. Civ. P ~3(b)(3). 

c=;> 

Predominance ;~9.~;::;"C ;: ;::g
,t-y.,~j:":·":1~~ ,~ \. ,) 

40. The predominance requirement does not require that:~~mrOOn is~s 
~:.~p.:~ CJ 

be dispositive. or even determinative. In re W Va. Rezulin, 585 s.E.~Jili~. U 8 
;::: -.:: (.... r:--.? 

41. West Virginia Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(3) does not requi~that "a\l 

questions of law and fact" be common. See In Re West Virginia Rezulin Litigation. 585 

S.E.2d at 72. There need be only one common question of law or fact if that question 

predominates the litigation. Id.; Grigg v. Michigan Nat'f Bank, 274 N.W.2d 752 (Mich. 

1979); Barliant v. Follett Corp., 384 N.E.2d 316 (III. 1978); Cooper Communities, Inc. v. 

Sarver, 701 S.W.2d 364 (Ark. 1986): State by McCfure v. Sports & Health Club, Inc., 

370 N.W.2d 844 (Minn. 1985), app. dism'd 478 U.S. 1015; Burks, 307 S.E.2d at 650. 

42. As such, differences in the claims of putative class members aver the 

amount of damages are insufficient to defeat class certification. See In Re West 

Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.2d at 74; Black, 173 F.R.D. at 164-165; In re Auction 

Houses Antitrust Litigation, 193 F.R.D. 162. 167 (SD.N.Y. 2000); NASDAQ, 169 F.R.D. 

at 523; Wo/gin v. Magic Marker Corp., 82 F.R.D. 168, 176 (E.D.Pa. 1979) ("the 

'overwhelming weight of authority' holds that the need for individual damages 

calculations does nat diminish the appropriateness of class action certification where 

common questions as to liability predominate" (citing Newberg, Class Actions § 8824(b) 
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at 879)). "That class members may eventually have to make an individual showing of 

damages does not preclude class certification." Smith v. Bahr Process Corp., 113 

Wash.App. 306, 323. 54 P.2d 665, 675 (2002) (citations omitted). 

43. The Court finds that the issue in this case relating to Erie's use of 

defective underinsured motorists coverage selection/rejection forms predominate over 

any other issues present in the case. As addressed above, the Court has determined 

that the same issue exists in each of the claims of the proposed class, an~iII require 
~Ii '- t": c:r" ~:o 

the same evidentiary prool. ~~~~, 0 g 
Superiority of Class Action Treatment .._~.:::.:: ~ ,: \..>J G 

;...)~ ~;: :c -0 \,..,
·."::t\-·r(, c::::; 

44. The Court further finds that since proof of the claims j§~icat-as to each 
VJ 

class member'S claim, the class members have little to no interest in individually 

managing the claims in this case. See W. Va. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3}(A). The Court notes 

there is no indication that other actions have been filed by any putative class member, 

which indicates that the potential claimants favor this class action. W. Va. R. Civ. P. 

23(b)(3){B). 

45. The Court finds that certifying the Plaintiffs proposed Class with respect to 

the sole issue of the validity of Erie's UIM selection/rejection form will benefit the Plaintiff 

and the Class as well as Erie in the form of lower litigation costs, and will benefit the 

Court system in a more efficient use of judicial resources. See In Re West Virginia 

Rezu/in Litigation, 525 S.E.2d at 63; In Re Telectronics Pacing Systems, Inc., 172 

F.R.D. 271, 275-76 (S.D.Ohio 1997). Since all members of the putative class must 

prove the same set of operative facts (Erie's use of a defective UIM selection/rejection 
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fonn which results in the loss of Erie's statutory presumption), all parties will benefit by 

having that issue decided in a single forum. 

- - In light of the- foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions- of law, it is -

ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DeCREED as follows: 

1, The Court certifies the following class to proceed as a class action as 

outlined herein: 

All citizens of West Virginia who, from June 25, 2000 to the 
present, were involved in a motor vehicle accident covered 
under an Erie Property & Casualty Insurance Company 
motor vehicle insurance policy issued in West Virginia, who 
were insureds under any Erie policy and who were injured by 
or suffered property damage caused by an act of an 
underinsured motorist, and who did not receive underinsured 
motorists coverage benefits at least equal to the liability .-> 

c."'-'..
-~...limits stated in the policy declarations, excluding frgPl JJ1~ ~- .~-.., 
p1Class the following: 	 ··-je!:'~-=: ~!::=. 

1 	 ~- ~.r." J ':" ') ,.- ("')
I'''\'':;~:'' .. ,;:::).<~~~,t .. 

a. 	 Persons who signed a compliant underi~r.e~ LV ::.0 
CJ

motorists coverage selection/rejection tonn. ~~~,fY:. til-0 ... '~~ :l:.rr , CJ
N~...;r<"\
-J .. t,...... r-;.t

b. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists bodilY . uJ 
injury claim for less than the stated underinsured 
motorists bodily injury coverage limits. 

C. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists 
property damage claim for less than the stated 
underinsured motorists property damage coverage 
limits. 

d. 	 Persons who settled a bodily injury claim where the 
tortfeasor's bodily injury liability limits were not 
"constructively exhausted," 

e. 	 Persons who settled a property damage claim where 
the tortfeasor's property damage liability limits were 
not "constructively exhausted." 

/ 

\ 
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f. 	 Persons who obtained a judgment against a tortfeasor 
for less than the applicable and existing liability and 
stated underinsured motorists coverage limits. 

g. 	 Persons who made an underinsured motorists bodily 
injury claim where the underlnsured bodily injury 
policy limits were equal to or greater than the bodily 
injury liability limits of the Erie policy. 

h. 	 Persons who made an underinsured property damage 
claim where the underinsured property damage policy 
limits were equal to or greater than the property 
damage liability limits of the Erie policy. 

2. 	 Plaintiff, Tamara Hardman, is appointed as class representative; 

3. Brent K. Kesner and the firm of Kesner & Kesner, PLLC and Carrie L. 

Newton are appointed as class counsel; 

4. This action is certified to proceed as a class action with respect to the so[e 

issue of the validity of Erie's underinsured motorists coverage selection/rejection form, 

as outlined herein; 

5. Following the entry of this Order, the Court will establish a date by which a 

trial plan shall be submitted for approval, and the Court shall set a trial on the merits of 

the case; 

6. 	 The objections and exceptions of all parties are noted; and 

7. The Circuit Clerk is hereby. ORDERED to forward certified copies of this 

Order to counsel of record as follows: 

Brent K. Kesner, Esq. 
Kesner & Kesner, PLLC 

P.O. Box 2587 
Charleston, WV 25329 
Counsel for Plaintiff 

w 
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James D. Lamp, Esq. 

Matthew J. Perry, Esq. 


Lamp. O'Dell, Bartram, levy &Trautwein, PlLC 

1108 3rd Ave., Suite 700 


_ -- - - PO Box 2488 -
Huntington. WV 25725 

Counsel for Defendants 

Carrie L. Newton Esq. 
P.O. Box 506 

630 So. Church Street - Suite 2 
Ripley, WV 25271. 

Counsel for Plaintiff 

Rodger D. Puz, Esq. 

Dickie McCamey & Chilcote P,C, 


Two PPG Place - Suite 400 

Pittsburgh, PA 15222 


Counsel for Defendants 

~t 
ENTER this 13 day of Jrm;, 2016 

A TRUE COPY, CER11FlEDTHlSTIII. 

JUL 1 3 2~:5 
~#.9~ 

( 

" 
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IN THE CIRCUIT'COURT OF JACKSON COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA 

T AMARA HARDMAN, individually and as . , 

Administratrix of the Estate of EMILY 


.' ( •. ", :: t;-:=. ~-; ~ELIZABETH-ANNE HARDMAN, 
. .." ': ::~.~ :. ~ .~") 

..:. .. :- :'. 1,\ ,,::) 

Plaintiff, Civil Action N9.~ -o8·e-15J-;~1 
Honorable DaY;.i<\~. N1§.ert~ 

• • • •• I v. .0.!--::::·~~\ 'a Q 
';' .............. -
,..... \0") 

ERIE INSURANCE PROPERTY & 

CASUALTY COMPANY and STEVEN L. 

PETERS, 


Defendants. 

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR LEAVE TO AME~1) HER COMPLAINT TO CLARIFY CLASS CLAIMS 

On the 28th day of May, 2015, came the parties to the above-styled action, by their 

respective counsel, for a hearing on the Plaintiffs Motion for Lea~'e to Amend Complaint 

to ClariJj· Class Claims. Whereupon the Court, having heard the arguments of counsel 

was of the opinion to and did make the following findi ngs of fact and conclusions of law: 

Findings of Fact 

I. This civil action arises out of an automobile accident in which the 

Plaintiffs decedent, Emily Elizabeth-Anne Hardman, was fatally injured while riding as 

a passenger in a vehicle owned by Janet and David Postlethwaite, and operated by 

Samuel Lee Postlethwaite. 

2. At the time of the accident, Samuel Postlethwaite was insured under one or 

more policies of insurance issued by Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company, while the 

Plaintiff's decedent was insured under Erie Auto Policy. No. Q03-6604212, issued to 

1 
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4

Tamara E. Hardman and Richard C. Hardma~ with stated underinsured motorists 
/
\ 

coverage limits of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) per person / Forty ThoJ;1Sand 
} ... ,.-, 

Dollars ($40,000) per occurrence, and Hability limits of One Hundred l'hous~qn,d D~llais~\ 
:.::·:..·.·1.-: ~: a·-; 

($100,000) per person i- Thr.ee- Hundred· Thousand ($300,000) per occurren~~l: :~.:. ~:·;s -.~.... ~S 
. "-.' ---::. ,-1 

3. FoUowing the death of her daughter, the Plaintiff presented a tiJ!~hio/ ;t~m fi 
. . .:,..~ -::..r~.: .:.:.. ..-/ 

to Nationwide under its policies with the Postlethwaite family, and alsopresentedi'lin 

underinsured motorists claim to Erie. 

4. Erie has acknowledged that Samuel Postlethwaite is an underinsured 

motorist, but asserts that its available underinsured motorist coverage is only Twenty 

Thousand Dollars ($20,000). 

5. The Plaintiff has asserted that the selection/rejection fonn utilized by Erie 

in connection with the Plaintif-rs purchase of underinsured motorists coverage was 
!, 
'. defective and did not provide Plaintiff with the necessary information for Plaintiff and 

her husband to make a knowing and informed selection of coverage. 

6. The Plaintiff initiated this action against Erie, seeking a declaratory 

judgment as to the amount ofcoverage available. 

7. The Plaintiff has asserted that the selection/rejection fonn used by Erie to 

offer underinsured motorists coverage to its other insureds violates the requirements 

imposed by West Virginia Code § 33-6-31 and § 33-6-31d~ and the requirements of the 

West Virginia Insurance Commissioner. 

2 

( 
\. 
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8. The Plaintiff sought leave to file her Second Amended Complaint to assert 

a class action on behalf ofall similarly situated persons, pursuant to Rule 23 ofPte West.. ~. 

Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure. <3r'.. \1 ,,~~ 
9. The Court granted the Plaintiffs request to amend her complai~i~:~~~seftll 'l\ 

~~~Sl:~~~\ ~: ()
class action through its Order entered on March 24, 2010. ..- ,-..) 

10. The Court entered its original Opinion and Order Granting Plaintiffs 

Motion Jar Certification on November 15, 2010, and then proceeded to address the 

coverage issues raised by the Plaintiffs claims in an order entered on March 1 S. 20 II. 

11. In its Opinion And Order Granting Plaintiff"s Motion For Partial Summary 

Judgment As To Underinsured Motorists Insurance Coverage, the Court rejected Erie's 

position with respect to the validity of its selection/rejection fonus and found that both 

the Plaintiff and the proposed class were entitled to UIM coverage in an amount equal to 

their liability limits as a matter of law. 

12. On February 11, 2011. the Defendants filed their Petition for Writ oj 

Prohibition. asking the West Virginia State Supreme Court of Appeals to vacate the 

Opinion and Order Grallting PlailTtijts Motion Jor Certification and find that the Court 

failed to make the requisite findings of fact for class certification. 

13. The Supreme Court granted the Defendants' Petition on June 14,2011, and 

directed this Court to conduct a class certification analysis pursuant to In Re West 

Virginia Rezulin Litigation. 214 W.Va. 52, 585 S.E.2d 52 (W.Va. 2003). and Stale e.r: rei. 

Chemtall Inc. V. Madden, 216 W.Va. 443. 607 S.E.2d 772 (W.Va. 2004). 

3 
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14. The Plaintiff served her Supplemental Motion for Class Certification on 

August 5, 2011. which addressed the issues discussed by the Supreme Court in its ruling 

on the Defendants' Petitiont and again requested that the Court certify this case as a class 

- action.. 

IS. Subsequent to the Court's ruling on the coverage issue in this case, the 

West Virginia State Supreme Court decided Thomas, et aL \.'. lJcDermott, et aL, 232 

W.Va. 159, 751 S.E.2d 264 (W. Va. 2013). and found that an insurer's failure to use the 

mandatory form results in the loss of a statutory presumption that the insurer had made a 

commercially reasonable offer of UIM coverage, and requires the insurer to prove a 

"commercially reasonable offer" and a "knowing and infonned rejection" under the 

standards set forth in Bias v. Nationwide Mtlt. fns, Co., 179 W. Va. l25. 365 S.E.2d 789 

(1987) . (Thomas at Syl. Pts. 3 and 12.) Thom.as requires a factual determination under 
/ 
i 
\ the Bias standard, rather than '"automatic roll-up': to the amount of coverage which 

should have been offered. 

16. The State Supreme Court's ruling in Thomas prompted the Plaintiff to seek 

leave to amend her Second Amended Complaint to clarify the class relief sought. 

17. Plaintiff seeks to limit the class relief sought to a declaratory judgment that 

the selection/rejection foml used by Erie is invalid and failed to comply with West 

Virginia Code § 33-6-31 and § 33-6-31d. 

18 The Plaintiff has proposed that the class be defined as follows: 

All citizens of West Virginia who, from June 25, 2000 to the present, were 
involved in a motor vehicle accident covered under an Erie Insurance 
Property & Casualty Company motor vehicle insurance policy issued in 
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West Virginia, who were insureds under any Erie policy and who were 
injured by or suffered property damage caused by an act of an underinsured 
motorist, and who did not receive underinsured motorists coverage benefits 
at least equal to the liability limits stated in the policy declarations, 
excluding from the Class, the following: 

a. 	 Persons who signed a compliant underinsured motorists coverage 
selection/rejection form; 

b. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists bodily injury claim 
for less than the stated underinsured motorists bodily injury coverage 
limits; 

c. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists property damage 
claim for· less than the stated underinsured motorists property 
damage coverage limits; 

d. 	 Persons who settled a bodily injury claim where the tortfeasor's 
bodily injury liability limits were not "constructively exhausted;" 

e. 	 Persons who settled a property damage claim where the tonfeasor's 
property damage liability limits were not "constructively exhausted;" 

f. 	 Persons who obtained a judgment against a tortfeasor for less than 
the applicable and existing liability and stated underinsured 
motorists coverage limits; 

g. 	 Persons who made an underinsured motorists bodily injury claim 
where the underinsured bodily injury policy limits were equal to or 
greater than the bodily injury liability limits ofthe Erie policy; and 

h. 	 Persons who made an underinsured property damage claim \-\there 
the underinsured property damage policy limits were equal to or 
greater than the property damage liability limits of the Erie policy. 

19. Plaintiff further proposes that her Third Amended Complaint will not be 

seeking to recover damages on behalf of the proposed class, which would require an 

individual fact detenninalion, but instead is only seeking a declaratory judgment with 

respect to the validity of the Erie fonn which will apply across the entire class. 
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20. On May 19,2015, Erie submitted its Response to the Plaintiff's l\1otion and 

asked that it be denied because merely determining whether its selection/rejection fonn is 

valid on a class wide basis will not detennine whether the individual members of the 
, 

proposed class will actually have "claims" for underinsured motorists coverage suc).itha!-:. 
. .: -' -:: (..,:: ;.-:". 

there is no "actual controversy" between Erie and the proposed class. . :. ~:".";. :".: . ~:. '.. .I 

~:;: f: '. : ~ '~~l 
21. 	 The Plaintiff has submitted her Reply and the matter is ne~~.;~pe~r :g 

=~.~ :=:1. ~\ '-P. 0 
consideration by the Court. 	 ~-~". ~:"'J 

~ 	 ..... r~ 

Conclusions of Law 

I. Rule 15 of the West Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure provides that "a 

party may amend the party's pleading only by leave of Court or by written consent of the 

adverse party; and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires," 

2. The West Virginia State Supreme Court has held that Rule 15 should be 

! 
I 

'. liberally construed to permit parties to amend their pleadings. See generally Employers 

Fire Ins. Co. \', Biser, 161 W.Va. 493,242 S.E.2d 708 (W.Va. 1978). 

3. Rule 15 does not require the Plaintiff to establish that class certification is 

appropriate before leave to amend to assert a class action can be given. Instead, the 

Plaintiff must merely establish that the underlying facts or circumstances relied upon are 

a proper subject of relief and that the claims she seeks leave to assert would not be 

"futile." See generally Farnall v. Davis. 311 U.S, 178, 182 (1962). 

4. Erie"s assertion that the Plaintiff's proposed class action is futile because it 

will not determine whether the other members of the proposed class will have a "claim" 
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or not fails as a matter of law because all members of the Plaintiffs proposed class have 

a claim for underinsured motorists coverage based upon the definition of the class. 

5. Under the Plaintiff's proposed class definition, an individual cannot be a 

member of the proposed class unless they sustained damages as a result of the actions of 

an underinsured motorist and were not fully compensated for those damages by the 

tortfeasor's liability coverage and any stated underinsured motorists coverage. 

6. Because only those individuals with damages that exceed the available 

liability and any stated UIM coverage can be members of the proposed class, all such 

persons have "claims" for those damages. The fact that Erie may eventually be able to 

prove that it made a commercially reasonable offer of underinsured motorists coverage to 

some members of the class by some other means under the Bias standard does not render 

those claim::; "contingent." 

7. Because all of the proposed class members have claims that were not fully 

compensated, they all have an identical interest in detennining whether or not Erie's 

selection/rejection form is valid. Once that issue is decided, the burden will be on Erie, 

pursuant to Bias. to prove that it made a commercially reasonable offer through some 

other means as to each class member. 

8. Unlike the proposed class in ,~fartil1 v. State Farm Mutllal Automobile 

Insurance Co.. 809 F. Supp. 2d 496 (S.D. W.Va. 2011), the Plaintiffs proposed class 

here does not seek to recover damages on a class-wide basis and will only be seeking a 

declaratory judgment with respect to the validity of the Erie fonns. Therefore. Erie's 

reliance upon Martin for the proposition that the loss of the statutory presumption does 
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not "automatically" result in a claim for underinsured motorists coverage is without 

merit 

9. Here, the Plaintiff is not seeking a declaratory judgment with respect to the 

- ultimate- validity of any individual's claims except her own. Instead, she is seeking a_ 

declaratory judgment with respect to a particular issue which is common to all members 

of the proposed class. 

10. Rule 23(c)(4) of the West Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure expressly 

recognizes that parties may pursue a class action with respect to particular issues which 

do not resolve the individual class member's entire "claim", Specifically, it provides: 

(4) When appropriate (A) an action may be brought or 
maintained as a class action with respect to particular issues, 

See also Central Wesleyan College \'. W.R. Grace & Co.,6 F.3d 177, 185 (4th Cir. 1993) 

t 
( (recognizing that the similar federal Rule 23(c)(4)(A) specifically allows an action to be 
\ 

maintained '"as a class action with respect to particular issues,") Furthermore, West 

Virginia's State Supreme Court of Appeals has recognized that a single common question 

of law or fact is sufficient to meet the commonality requirement necessary for class 

certification. In Rt?: West Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 585 S,E.2d 52 at 67 (2003). 

It. Here, the common issue is whether Erie's selection/rejection form is valid. 

While Erie may later be able to prove that some class members received a commercially 

reasonable offer through some other means, the issue of whether or not its VIM fonn is 

valid is common to all class members and can be resolved on a class basis. Therefore, 

the Plaintiffs proposed class claims are not "futile." 
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12. Erie's reliance upon Blake ". Stale Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance 

Company. 168 IlL App. 3d 918, 523 N.E. 2d 85 (1988) is also misplaced. Leaving aside 

the fact that Blake is not binding authority and was decided under Illinois law. the Court 

in Blake indicated: 

In contrast, no commonality among members of the 
proposed class arose from the transaction of September 5, 
1980, between Mr. and Mrs. Blake and State Farm's agent 
Ms. Trennert, and proof of Blake's claim would not give 
other proposed class members a right to recover. The 
instant case arose from an auto accident between Blake and 
an unnamed third pany, and tbe allegations of improper 
offer stem from individual negotiations with State Farm's 
agent. The circumstances of the case show predominant 
individual issues despite an incidental question of law that 
may extend to other insureds. 

Further, an intervening factor, the automobile accident, made 
Blake's injury apparent. Without intervening factors such as 
auto accidents, or other incidents that give rise to an insurance 
claim, the possible hann to other class members stemming 
from the inadequate acknowledgment/rejection fonn is at best 
speculative. Therefore, because the instant case arose from 
negotiations between Blake and State Farm, and Blake's 
damage was more directly the result of the accident here, it 
cannot be said that the trial court abused its discretion, and 
dismissal of the class allegations is affinned. 

Blake, 168 m. App. 3d 918,922 (Ill. App. Ct. ist Dist. 1988) (emphasis supplied.) 

13. Here, the single issue for which the Plaintiff seeks class certification is the 

validity of the Erie's UIM form. That issue applies across all potential class members, 

such that the individual discussions between the Plaintiff and any Erie agent or the other 

Erie insureds and their agents will not be part of the class claims and will not create any 
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individual issues that predominate over the central issue of whether or not the Erie fonn 

is valid. 

14. Because all of the proposed class members have claims that depend upon 

-the-validity-.of- Erie's UIM selection/rejection fonn, all class m~ml?er~ wouLd ~enefi! frmT! 

a declaratory judgment with respect to the form. 

15. Erie's assertion that there is no "actual controversy" betv/een Erie and the 

members of the proposed class also fails because all members of the proposed class do, 

by definition, have claims against an underinsured motorist which were not fully 

compensated. While the claims of individual class members to recover underinsured 

motorist coverage benefits may depend upon whether Erie can meet its burden under Bias 

of proving a commercially reasonable offer in some other way, the class members all 

share an interest in detennining \vhether or not Erie's selection/rejection fonn is valid and 

thus entitled 10 the presumption set forth in West Virginia Code § 33-6-3l. 

16. Erie's arguments with respect to whether the Plaintiff can meet the 

typicality, commonality, and numerosity requirements necessary for class certification 

are also misplaced because Rule IS does not require the Plaintiff to establish that class 

certification is appropriate before leave to amend to assert a class action can be given. 

17. Finally, Erie has presented no evidence to establish that it will be unfairly 

prejudiced if the Plaintiff is pennitted to amend her Complaint to clarify th class claims 

sought to be pursued on behalf of all similarly situated persons such that there is no valid 

basis for refusing the Plaintiffs request for leave to amend her Complaint in order to 

clarify the class claims. 
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Accordingly. having made the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 

Law, the Court is of the opinion to and does hereby ORDER that the Plaintiff's ,HOlion 

jor Leave to Amend Her Complaint to Clarflv Class Claims should be, and the same is 

hereby, GRANTED. The Plaintiff is instructed to formally file her 171ird Amended 

Complaint, and cause the same to be served upon counsel for the Defendants. 

Defendants are to serve their response to the Third Amended Complaint within the time 

frame provided by the West Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure. 

The Circuit Clerk is hereby ORDERED to fOf\vard certified copies of this Order 

to counsel of record. 

ENTER this .3 day of June, 2016. 

~:k~ 
A TRUE COf'Y, CER11FIED nns 'nIE 

JUN 06 2016 
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STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA 

At a Regular Term of the Supreme Court of Appeals continued and held at 
Charleston) Kanawha County, on the 31 st ofMarch, 2011 the following order was made 
and entered:- - - - ~ 

State of West Virginia ex reI. Erie Insurance Property & 
Casualty Company and Steven L. Peters, Petitioners 

vs.) No. 11·0259 

Honorable David W. Nibert, Judge ofthe Circuit Court of 
Jackson County; Tamara Hardman, individually and as 
Administratrix oftbe Estate ofEmily Elizabeth-Anne 
Hardman, Respondents 

On a former day, to-wit~ February 11, 2011, came the petitioners, Erie Insurance 

Property & Casualty Company and Steven 1. Peters, by James D. Lamp and Matthew J. 

Perry, Lamp O'Dell, Bartram, Levy, Trautwein & Perry, P.L.L.C; and Rodger L. puz, 

Didcki, McCamey & CbHcote. their attorneys.. and presented to the Court their petition 

praying for a writ ofprohibition to be directed against the respondent, Honorable David 

w. Nibert, Judge of the Circuit Court of Jackson County. as therein set forth. 

Thereafter, on March 7,2011, came the respondent, Tamara Hardman, by BrentK. 

Kesner. Kesner, Kesner & Bramble, PLLC; and Carrie L. Newton, her attorneys, and 

presented to the Court her written response thereto. 

Upon consideration ~hereof. the Court is ofopinion that a rule should be awarded 

herein. It is therefore considered and ordered that a rule do issue directed against the 

respondent returnable immediately before this Court to be submitted for decision upon the 

papers previously submitted, without further briefing or argument, pursuant to Rev, R.A.P 

160)· 
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Service ofa copy ofthis order upon the respondents aforesaid shall have the same 

effect as the service ofa fonnal writ 

A True Copy 

Attest: lsI Rory L. Pern' II. Clerk ofCourt 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF JACKSON e.OO.Nrt,,:WEST VIRGINIA 
- ••..' ~ .... •.1 

: t ~ --: . " . .: ..TAMARA HARDMAN. individually and as 

- Administratrix oltha Estate of EMILY


ELIZABETH-ANNE HARDMAN, 


Plaintiff. 	 . ci~h Action No. OS-C·153 
Honorable David W. Nibert 

v. 

ERIE INSURANCE PROPERTY & CASUALTV 
COMPANY and STEVEN L. PETERS, 

Defendants. 

OPINION AND ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR CLASS CERTIFICATION 

ON THE 20th Day of September, 2010, came the parties to the above-styled action, 

.' by their respective counsel, for a hearing on the Plaintiffs Motion For Class Certification . !, 

Whereupon the Court, having heard the arguments of counsel and having reviewed the 

memoranda filed by the parties. is of the opinion to and does hereby certify the following 

class: 

All citizens of West Virginia who, from October 1,1998 to the 
present, were involved in a motor vehicle accident ~overed 
under an Erie Property & Casualty Insurance Company motor 
vehicle insurance policy issued in West Virginia, who were 
insureds under any Erie policy and who were injured by or 
suffered property damage caused by an act ofan underinsured 
motorist, and who did not receive underinsured motorists 
coverage benefrts at least equal to the liability limits stated in 
the policy declarations. Excluded from the Class are the 
following: 

a. 	 Persons who signed a compliant underinsured motorists 
coverage selection/rejection form. 

22239/<175 
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b. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists bodily:. ~ ,""\ .... ,_. _, 
injury claim for less than the stated underinsured "., ...... : .-. :.: 
motorists bodily injury coverage limits. 

c. Persons who settled an underinsured motorists property 
0 ••• ~. ' ...damage claim for less than the stated underinsured" . " 

motorists property damage coverage limits. 

d. 	 Persons who settled a bodily injury claim where the 
tortfeasor's bodily injury liability limits were not 
"constructively exhausted. n 

e. 	 Persons who settled a property damage claim where 
the tortfeasor's property damage liability limits were not 
"constructively exhausted." 

f. 	 Persons who obtained a judgment against a tortfeasor 
for less than the applicable and existing liability and 
stated underinsured motorists coverage limits. 

g. 	 Persons who made an underinsured motorists bodily 
injury claim where the underinsured bodily injury policy 
limits were equal to or greater than the bodily. injury 
liability limits of the Erie policy. 

h. 	 Persons who made an underinsured property damage 
claim where the underinsured property damage policy 
limits were equal to or greater than the property 
damage liability limits of the Erie policy. 

The Court's ruling is based upon the following findings of fact and conclusions of law: 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 	 FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

1. This action arises from an October 1, 2006 automobile accident in which the 

Plaintiffs daughter, Emily Elizabeth-Anne Hardman, was fatally injured while riding as a 

passenger in a vehicle owned by Janet and David Postlethwaite, and driven by Samuef Lee 

Postlethwaite. 

22239/475 	 2 
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2. The Postlethwaite vehicle was traveling south on West Virginia Route f?~Jf,l 
. ... .. . '- ~) 

. '" .'. :••,J 

Jackson County, West Virginia, when Samuel Postlethwaite negligently 19~t control of the 
! '" " '" '" : -; • \ ':';,~ ; ~ 

vehicle in a curve and struck a solid rock embankment, causing fatal injuries to all . 
- - - '" ----. - --_.... --

occupants of the vehicle. 

3. At the time of the accident, Samuel Postlethwaite was insured under one 0; ~ 

more policies of insurance issued by Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. The 

Plaintiff's decedent was insured under Erie Auto Policy. No. Q03-6604212. issued to 

Tamara E. Hardman and Richard C. Hardman by Erie fnsurance Property & Casualty 

Company ("Erie"). with purported underinsured motorists coverage limits of Twenty 

Thousand Dollars ($20.000) per person, Forty Thousand DolI~rs ($40,OOO) per occurrence, 

and liability limits of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) per person, Three 

Hundred Thousand ($300,000) per occurrence. 

4. Following the death of her daughter, the Plaintiff presented a liability claim 

to Nationwide under its policies with the Postlethwaite family, and also presented an 

underinsured motorists claim to Defendant Erie. In response, Defendant Erie 

acknowledged that Samuel Postlethwaite, and the Estate of Samuel Postlethwaite are 

underinsured motorists, but asserted that the available underinsured motorist coverage 

is only Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000). 

5. Plaintiff has alleged that the selection/rejection form utilized by Erie in 

connection with the Plaintiff's purchase of underinsured motorists coverage was defective 

and violated the requirements imposed by W. Va. Code §33-6-31d and the West Virginia 

Insurance Commissioner, and did not properly afford the Plaintiff and her husband a 

222391475 3 
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commercially reasonable opportunity to purchase underinsured motorists cover~gE? equal 
... '.. f' .. , ...... _1 

to the liability limits of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000). 

6. 	 The Plaintiff initiated this action against Erie, seeking a de~laratory judgment 
. ':", -I':-"'~''''''f . . . '. .. .. ;:.. \ 

as to the amount of coverage available and further seeking to recOver for: Erie:'~il-Elneged
. " 	 . 

;: ... 'r t 
.. ".._, ,

breach of contract, bad faith, and violations of the West Virginia Unfair Trade Practices 

Act (W. Va. Code §33-11-4(9), et seq.) in connection with its handling of her claim for 

underinsured motorists coverage 

7. 	 In addition to her individual claims, the Plaintiff has also asserted that Erie 

has used the same defective selection/rejection forms to offer underlnsured motorists 

coverage to its other customers during the same period of time and therefore seeks 

certification of the following class pursuant to Rule 23 of the West Virginia Rules of Civil 

Procedure: 

All citizens of West Virginia who, from October 1, 1998 to the 
present, were involved in a motor vehicle accident covered 
under an Erie Property & Casualty Insurance Company motor 
vehicle insurance policy issued in West Virginia, who were 
insureds under any Erie policy and who were injured by or 
suffered property damage caused by an act ofan underinsured 
motorist, and who did not receive underinsured motorists 
coverage benefits at least equal to the liability limits stated in 
the policy declarations. Excluded from the Class are the 
following: 

a. 	 Persons who signed a compliant underinsured motorists 
coverage selection/rejection form. 

b. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists bodily 
injury claim for less than the stated underinsured 
motorists bodily injury coverage limits. 

c. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists property 
damage claim for less than the stated underinsured 
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motorists property damage coverage limits. ', ............ -:-,,":t1 

--. '-." -.,~ 

d. 	 Persons who settled a bodily injury claim where. t.he 
tortfeasor's bodily injury liability limits were· not. " .'  . '. 
qconstructively exhausted. tI 

e. 	 Persons who settled a property damage claim where 
the tortfeasor's property damage liability limits were not .. 
"constructively exhausted." '. 

f. 	 Persons who obtained a judgment against a tortfeasor 
for less than the applicable and existing liability and 
stated underinsured motorists coverage limits. 

g. 	 Persons who made an underinsured motorists bodily 
injury claim where the underinsured bodily injury policy 
limits were equal to or greater than the bodily injury 
liability limits of the Erie policy. 

h. 	 Persons who made an underinsured property damage . 
claim where the underinsured property damage policy 
limits were equal to or greater than the property 
damage liability limits of the Erie policy. 

I 
i 
\. 8. Plaintiff asserts that this proposed class meets all of the requirements of a 

class action pursuant to Rule 23. Plaintiff further asserts that a class action is the best 

vehicle for the resolution of the claims asserted by the Plaintiff and the putative class in this 

case, as all of the claims arise from a single incident, and the size of the individual claims 

make individual adjudication economically unfeasible. 

9. The Defendants oppose certification, asserting that the Plaintiff cannot meet 

various requirements for class certification. Specifically, the Defendants assert that the 

Plaintiff's proposed class is overly broad; that sufficient numerosity has not been 

established; that the Plaintiff has not established typicality; and finally, that the Plaintiff will 

not adequately protect the interests of the other class members. 
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10. The Plaintiff responds by asserting that while there may be sorneinc;livirlNal
" " ". "" . ".: .<. ') 


issues among the claims of the class with respect to defenses to ?ertain. ~laJms and 

.' '.-, 

;~, ;' \, "! ~. -: 

damages, there are many common issues, particularly as they relate to Erie's use of the .' 
~ " " .... ::-- r .... 

• . . • I .: 

same forms to offer underinsured motorists coverage to the various . rriemb~r:S.· of; ~he 
• • ......t o .. 

proposed class. Plaintiff also asserts that the number of similarly situated individuals is'f~u 

in excess of that required to meet numerosity requirements and that she will be a proper 

class representative whose claims are typical of the class as a whole. 

II. PARTIES 

A. Plaintiff: 

11. The named Plaintiff in this action is Tamara Hardman. who brings this action 

on behalf of herself and all other persons and/or entities in West Virginia who allegedly 

suffered a pecuniary andlor property loss due to Erie's use of a defective underinsured 

motorists coverage selection/rejection form and its corresponding failure to make a 

commercially reasonable offer of underinsured motorists coverage. 

B. Defendants: 

12. Defendant Erie Insurance Property & Casualty Company was the insurer of 

the Plaintiff and her family and afforded underinsured motorists coverage for the death of 

the Plaintiffs daughter, Emily Elizabeth-Anne Hardman. 

13. Defendant Steven L. Peters was the claims adjustor assigned by Erie to 

handle the Plaintiffs claims following the death of her daughter. While he is subject to the 

Plaintiffs individual claims, he is not a class Defendant. 
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. .. \. '\C. Putative Class: 

14. The putative class includes all West Virginia Erie insureds from October 1. 

1998 to the present who were involved in motor vehicle accidents covered under an Erie 

insurance policy, who were damaged by an act of an underinsured motorist. and who did 

not receive underinsured motorists coverage benefits at least equal to the liability limits 

stated in Erie's policy declarations. The putative class excludes all Insureds who signed 

a compliant selection/rejection form. all such insureds who settled their claims for less than 

the stated underinsured motorists coverage limits or where the tortfeasor's liability limits 

were not "constructively exhausted"; and all such insureds who either obtained a judgment 

against a tortfeasor for less than the stated liability coverage limits or had underinsured 

motorists limits equal to or greater than their liability limits. The Plaintiff has attached to her 

Motion a list of 151 putative class members produced by Erie in discovery. Said list 

( 
purportedly identifies 151 Erie insureds who had polices with stated underinsu red motorists 

coverage limits which were less than their liability coverage limits and who ha.;J claims 

where the stated limits of underinsured motorists coverage was paid. Plaintiff asserts that 

this list is incomplete, as the list clearly excludes those Erie insureds who had no stated 

underinsured motorists coverage, but who sustained injuries andlor damages caused by 

an underinsured motorist. (This issue is the subject of a separate Motion To Compel). 

III. CLAIMS 

15. The claims asserted by the Plaintiff for which certification is sought are that 

Erie used a defective underinsured motorists coverage selection/rejection form and failed 

to make a commercially reasonable offer of underinsured motorists coverage to all 
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members of the putative class. Because Erie's forms did not comply .w1~·.lQ~ §@tutory 
..... t·,,:....':· .. :..;tQ 

requirements, the Plaintiff asserts that the underinsured motorists ?Q~e.~a.Q~ I~mits of the 
.... J. • ': ....~ 

. I I • " • ~ 

putative class should be "rolled up" to their policy's stated liability limi~ ~s a matter of law 
':,:' :', ·:J:::)- ... ~.I ... 

pursuant to Bias v. Nationwide Mut.lns. Co., 179 W. Va. 125, 365 S.E~~.d.:7~~:(1987). 

The Plaintiff further asserts that Erie breached its insurance contract with each m~n,ber 

of the putative class, acted in bad faith toward each member of the putative class and 

violated the West Virginia Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Act and the insurance 

regulations promulgated thereunder with respect to the handling of each putative class 

members claims. The Plaintiff recognizes that the individual damages suffered by each 

member of the putative class as a result of Erie's actions with respect to their claims are 

different, but the need for ·individual damages calculations does not diminish the 

appropriateness of class action certification where common questions as to liability 

predominate. 

IV. DAMAGES CLAIMED BY PLAINTIFF 

16. Plaintiff alleges that as a result of Erie's use of defective underinsured 

motorists coverage selection rejection forms in violation of W. Va. Code § 33-6-31 d, she 

did not receive a commercially reasonable offer of underinsured motorists coverage as 

required by W. Va. Code § 33-6-31(b) and, therefore, is entitled to have her underinsured 

motorists coverage limits "rolled up" to her policy's stated liability limits as a matter of law 

pursuant to Bias v. Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., 179 W. Va. 125, 365 S.E.2d 789 (1987). 

Plaintiff further alleges that as a result of Erie's actions during the handling of her claims 

she suffered annoyance, inconvenience and other economic and non-economic damages 
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as well as the attorney fees and costs expended in the pursuit of this litigation .. -- .... 

17. Plaintiff alleges that each of the other putative class members suffered ~imilar 

damages as a result of Erie's actions. 


CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 


I. STANDARD FOR CLASS CERTIFICATION GENERALLY 

1. Under Rule 23 of the West Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure, a class 

representative is entitled to class certification if the Court is satisfied after a thorough 

analysis that she establishes a/l of the requirements of Rule 23(a), and meets at least one 

of the tests of Rule 23(b). See In Re West Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.2d 52; 

State ex rei. Chemtall, Inc. v. Madden, 607 S.E.2d 772 (W.Va. 2004). 

2. The merits of the case are not the issue in class certification. A trial court is 

not authorized to conduct a preliminary inquiry into the merits ofa suit in order to determine 
( 
\ 

whether it may be maintained as a class action. See In Re West Virginia Rezulin 

Litigation, 585 S.E.2d, at 63. 

3. Before certifying a class under Rule 23, a Circuit Court must determine that 

the party seeking class certification has satisfied all four prerequisites contained in Rule 

23(a) - numerosity, commonality. typicality, and adequacy of representation - and has 

satisfied one of the three subdivisions of Rule 23(b). As long as these prerequisites to 

class certification are met, a case should be allowed to proceed on behalf of the class 

proposed by the party. See Syllabus PointSIn Re West Virginia Rezulln Litigationt 585 

S.E.2d 52. 

4. Any question as to whether a case should proceed as a class in a doubtful 
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case should be resolved in favor of allowing class certification. Id. at S5	.. c~ing...~e.l!~ v. 
, ;.- :.... ~. :', ...:.: :.! 

Hirschi, 402 F.2d 94, 101 (10th Cir. 1968) cert. denied 394 U.S. 9~8 (1969) ("[T]he 
..... j :~.. :.: .' "", .

interests of justice require that in a doubtful case ... any error, if there is to ~e one, ~h6urd 

be committed in favor of aJlowing the class action."). 
' .. '. 

5. With these standards in mind, the Court conducts its analysis. 

II. RULE 23(a) REQUIREMENTS 

A. Numerosity: 

6. The relevant inquiry in regard to numerosity is not whether it is impossible to 

join all of the claims but, rather, whether it is impracticable to do so. See In Re West 

Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.2d at 65-67; Jefferson County Bd. of Educ. v. 

Jefferson County Educ. Ass'n, 393 S.E.2d 653. 660 (W.Va. 1990); Mitchem v. Meltont 

277 S.E.2d 895,902 (W.Va. 1981) ("[T]he test for 'impracticability' of joining all members 

does not mean 'impossibility' but only difficulty or inconvenience ofjoining all members."). 

7. The Court notes that there is no °magic number" that will constitute a class, 

and a party seeking class certification is not required to prove the identity of each class 

member or the specific number of members. See In Re West Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 

585 S.E.2d at 66; In re NASDAQ Market-Makers Antitrust Litigation, 169 F .R.D. 493, 

509 (S.D.N.Y.1996). The West Virginia Supreme Court has recognized that a class may 

consist of as few as seventeen members. See In Re West Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 

585 S.E.2d at66 citingArkansas Educ. Assln. v. Board ofEduc., 446 F .2d 763 (81h Cir. 

1971). 

8. Additionally, Plaintiff is permitted to rely on reasonable inferences drawn from 
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the available facts in order to estimate the size of the class, and the Court. is likewise 
".' .... . - , 

permitted to rely on reasonable estimates of the number of members in the proposed 

~Iass. See In Re Wes(Virginia Rezulln Utigation, 585 S.E.2d at 65-66; NASDAQ~ 169 .. , 
.4 '. 

F.R.D. at 509; Rex v. Owens ex"e/. Oklahoma, 585 F.2d 432,436 (10th ·Cir. 1978);. . .. 

9. The Court finds that the numerosity requirement of Rule 23(a) is clearly met 

in this case. The putative class numbers at least 151 members, as established by the fact 

that Erie has produced in discovery a list of 151 insureds who had polices with stated 

underinsured motorists coverage limits which were less than their liability coverage limits 

and who had claims where the stated limits of underinsured motorists coverage was paid 

by Erie. 

10. Under the standard set by the West Virginia Supreme Court in Rezulin, 151 

putative members is sufficient to satisfy the Rule 23(a)(1) numerosity requirement. 

B. Common Questions of Law and Fact: 

11. To certify a class there must be questions of law or fact common to the class, 

which is commonly referred to as the "commonality" requirement. W. Va. R. Civ. P. 23(a)(2). 

12. The commonality requirement is satisfied if the Plaintiff can demonstrate one 

or more common questions of law or fact affecting all or a substantial number of the class 

members. See In Re West Virginia Rezu/in Litigation, 585 S.E.2d at 67. The standard 

is not high, and a single common question of law or fact may be sufficient. Id.; see, also, 

State ex rei. Chemtall, Inc. v. Madden, 607 S.E.2d 772, 781 (W.Va. 2004) (a common 

nucleus of fact or law is usually enough to satisfy the commonality requirement). 

13. The Court finds that there are numerous common questions of law and fact 
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present in this case amongst the class members. The alleged claims and damaQes of the 
: i (''-'.:)t-:-" 

, ... - , ..'; . :.~. {- ~} 

Plaintiff and the putative class in this case all arise from Erie's use of an allegedly defective 
.. :;: . ~ ............. ,~. 

underinsured motorist coverage selection/rejection form and involve the same °factual"" ; , 

scenario. Proof of the elements of the claim by one class member would b~:~J~.l°i~~~,~:o(J}
,- :r", I" ••• 

. "~- "... ~r· 

the claims of all other class members. The Court finds that essentially all issues Obi facti 

and law pertaining to the liability of Erie are common to all class members. 

14. The Court further finds that issues regarding Erie's liability for "rolled-up" 

underinsured motorists coverage limits will be common to the class in fight of the fact 

that the claims of the putative class members all arise from the use of the same forms, 

and from the same alleged defects. Again, proof of Erie's liability by one class member 

would be applicable to the claims of all other class members. 

15. In light of the foregoing. the Court finds that the commonality requirement of 

Rule 23{a)(2) is satisfied in this case. 

C. Typicality: 

16. The third requirement of Rule 23(a) is that the claims of the representative 

Plaintiff be typical of the claims of the class members as a whole. W.Va. R. Civ. P. 

23(a)(3). uA representative party's claim or defense 'is typica' if it arises from the same 

event or practice or course of conduct that gives rise to the claims of other dass members, 

and if his or her claims are based on the same legal theory.'" In re West Virginia Rezulin 

Litigation, 585 S.E.2d at 68 (citing 1 Newberg on Class Actions, 4th Ed., § 3.13 at 328). 

The typicality requirement requires that the representative Plaintiff establish the bulk of the 

elements of each class member's claim when they prove their own claims. See State ex 
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rei. ChemtallJ Inc. v. Madden, 607 S.E.2d at 783 (W.Va. 2004). • ... r ...._. ~_; 

17. The harm suffered by the named Plaintiffs may differ in degr~e from that 
, . 

- suffered by other members of the class so long as the harm suffered is of the same type. 

/d.;~. also, Boggs v. Divested Atomic Corp., 141 F.R.D. 58, 65 (S.b.Ohio 1991). If 

a representative's interests sufficiently parallel that of the class to ensure a vigorous and 

full presentation of all potential claims of relief, Rule 23(a)(3) is satisfied. See In Re West 

Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.2d at 68. Even the fact that defenses may be 

asserted against some of the class members and not others will not destroy representative 

status. Id. 

18. As discussed herein, the Court finds that the same questions of law and fact 

will apply to all of the putative class members on the issue of Erie's liability for "rolled-up 

( 	 underinsured motorists coverage. As such, the Court finds that by the named Plaintiff 

establishing liability against Erie, so will liability be established for the other class members 

against that same Defendant. 

19. Further, although the damages of the individual class members may differ, 

the Court finds that the damages allegedly suffered by the named Plaintiff are typical of 

the damages allegedly suffered by the class. 

20. As such, the Court finds that the typicality requirement of Rule 23(a)(3) is 

satisfied. 

D. Adequacy of Representation: 

21. For certification to be proper, it is necessary that the representative parties 

will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class. W.va. R. Civ. P. 23(a)(4). 
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22. 	 Erie challenges the adequacy of Tamara Hardman to' sent;e'I~s.. the 
. '.' '- !:!.·\:.D 

representative of the class, but its arguments in that regard merely res.t~t~ their earlier 
.. ,.;) ,.. :; !:; .:\ :"!:!!-: 

arguments that the Plaintiffs claims are not typical of the claims of the putative class and .' 
r : .........;i. 7'F:: Ai ri:": 


involve bad faith and Unfair Trade Practices Act claims which are unique·tQ:h~i;; .~$~Ob-ted 

. ' ..\ ". ::::~::\.. 1 


above, Court finds that the Plaintiff's claims are typical of, if not identical to, those or the 

other class members in that they all arise from Erie's allegedly defective underinsured 

motorists coverage selection/rejections forms. Likewise her bad faith and Unfair Trade 

Practices Act claims are not unique because they too arise from Erie's use of an allegedly 

defective selection/rejection form. Erie has not provided any evidence to suggest that 

Plaintiffs counsel are not competent to represent the class or to suggest that the Plaintiff's 

interests are in conflict in any way with those of the class. 

23. When assessing the class representatives' ability to adequately representthe 

interest of the class, the Court must consider the abilities of both the attorneys who 

representthe class representatives, and the class representatives themselves. See, Black 

v. Rhone.Poulenc, Inc., 173 F.R.D. 156, 162 (S.D.W.Va. 1996); In Re West Virginia 

Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.2d, at 69. 

24. The Court finds that the Plaintiff and class counsel, who are experienced in 

class litigation, have vigorously pursued this case thus far. 

25.- In light of all of the foregoing, the Court finds that Ms. Hardman and her 

proposed counsel are adequate to represent the interests of the class in this case. 

26. Having found thatthe Plaintiff's proposed class meets all ofthe requirements 

of Rule 23(a), the Court will now turn to Rule 23(b) requirements. 
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III. RULE 23(b)(3) REQUIREMENTS 

27. 	 Rule 23(b)(3} permits an action to proceed as a class action.ifthe court finds 
::L.J : [J";: I r- _, ,., 

o • : • ..1 ,"'", ~ ': :; -: 

that the questions of la",! or fact common to the members of the class predominate over" 
- - - - - - -. - ~':~'::~~;.i·,<::::~!.-r-~rr:,;· 

any questions affecting only individual members, and that a class action is superiprrQother 
. . : ... =i ",--- ... 

available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. W.Va. R. Civ. 

P. 23(b)(3). 

28. The matters pertinent to the Court's findings include: (A) the interest of 

members of the class in individually controlling the prosecution or defense of separate 

actions; (8) the extent and nature of any litigation concerning the controversy already 

commenced by or against members of the class; (C) the desirability or undesirability of 

concentrating the litigation ofthe claims in the particular forum; (0) the difficulties likely to 

be encountered in the management of a class action. W.Va. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3}. 

29. The predominance requirement does not require that the common issues be 

dispositive, .or even determinative. In re W. Va. Rezulin, 585 S.E.2d at 72. 

30. West Virginia Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(3) does not require that "all 

questions of taw and fact" be common. See In Re West Virginia Rezulin Litigation, 585 

S.E.2d at 72. There need be only one common question of law or fact if that question 

predominates the litigation. Id.; Grigg v. Michigan Nat'l Bank, 274 N.W.2d 752 (Mich. 

1979); Sarliant v. Follett Corp., 384 N.E.2d 316 (fli. 1978); Cooper Communities, Inc. 

v. Sarver, 701 S.W.2d 364 (Ark. 1986); State byMcClure v. Sports &Health Clubs Inc., 

370 N.W.2d 844 (Minn. 1985), app. dism'd 478 U.S. 1015; Burks, 307 S.E.2d at 650. 

31. As such, differences in the claims of putative class members over the 
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amount of damages are insuffICient to defeat class certification. See In Re w.~stVjrginia 

~.::- {' ~"\ ''::-' f~ - r-' 


, '- -' L' I \ :.J C ) 

Rezulin Litigation, 585 S.E.2d at 74; Black, 173 F.R.D. at 164·165; In re Auction 
L~,:j ~.~ .~~¥ i c.: {:. !"'i.!, . 

Houses AntitrustLitigation, 193 F.R.D.162, 167 (S.D.N.Y. 2000); NASDAQ, 169 F:R.rr: .. 
. :"1 -!: '. :",,...... J ......... . 


at 523; Wolgin v. Magic Marker Corp., 82 F.R.D. 168, 176 (E.D.P~.<i$'79f:(~h~:; 
. ":: ~::<:...... 

'overwhelming weight of authority' holds that the need for individual damages calculations 

does not diminish the appropriateness of class action certification where common 

questions as to liability predominate" [citing Newberg, Class Actions § 8824(b) at 879]) • 

..That class members may eventually have to make an indivjduaf showing ofdamages does 

notpreclude class cerlification." Smith v. BehrProcess Corp., 113 Wash.App. 306, 323, 

54 P.2d 665, 675 (2002) (citations omitted). 

32. The Court finds that the issues in this case relating to Erie's use of allegedly 

defective underinsured motorists coverage selection/rejection forms predominate over any 

other issues present in the case. As set forth above, all of the same issues exist in each 

of the claims both as to liability and causation of damages, and will require the same 

evidentiary proof. 

33. The Court further finds that since proof of the claims is identical as to each 

class member's claim, the class members have little to no interest in individually managing 

the claims in this case. See W.Va. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3){A). Also, the Court notes there have 

been no other actions filed by any putative class member, which indicates that the potential 

claimants favor this class action. W.Va. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3)(8). 

35. The Court finds that certifying the Plaintiffs proposed Class the Plaintiff and 

the Class as well as Erie in the form of lower litigation costs, and benefits the court system 
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( 

\ 	 t.'.~, .... "'iro.. 

in a more efficient use of judicial resources. See In Re West Virginia RezullitUtigati.ou, 
"r. :.".. 

525 S.E.2d at 63; In Re Te/ectronics Pacing Systems, Inc., 172 F.R;£). 271.~7$..~6 1"
1', "';" '1 • 

(S.D.Ohio 1997). .. .. . - . - -

IV. 	 CONCLUSION: 

In light of the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, it is ORDERED, 

ADJUDGED, and DeCREED as follows: 

1. 	 The Court certifies the following class to proceed as a class action as 

outlined herein: 

All citizens of West Virginia who, from October 1, 1998 to the 
present, were involved in a motor vehicle accident covered 
under an Erie Property & Casualty Insurance Company motor 
vehicle insurance policy issued in West Virginia, who were 
insureds under any Erie policy and who were injured by or 
suffered property damage caused by an act ofan underinsured 
motorist, and who did not receive underinsured motorists 
coverage benefits at least equal to the liability limits stated in 
the policy declarations. Excluded from the Class are the 
following: 

a. 	 Persons who signed a compliant underinsured motorists 
coverage selection/rejection form. 

b. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists bodily 
injury claim for Jess than the stated underinsured 
motorists bodily injury coverage limits. 

c. 	 Persons who settled an underinsured motorists property 
damage claim for less than the stated underinsured 
motorists property damage coverage limits. 

d. 	 Persons who settled a bodily injury claim where the 
tortfeasor's bodily injury liability limits were not 
"constructively exhausted." 

e. 	 Persons who settled a property damage claim where 
the tortfeasor's property damage liability limits were not 
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"constructively exhausted." 
, .' '7 ,." f~1 P il r- '1 

. -- r.~ ". 	 "!.J r. L 
f. Persons who obtained a judgment against a tortfeasor 

for less than the applicable and existing liabmty:;{ll'}~': i'~ i." ''1'!r '1 

stated underinsured motorists coverage limits. ' ..... ".. ,.: 

:. i ; .' :.;. ~P' ,{t:.. r. f·; t.' 
g. 	 Persons who made an underfnsured motorists bodily," .::1'; !;6,:~':'/ 

injury claim where the underinsured bodily injury policy'>t ~' (:!, i:j' ;:,. 
limits were equal to or greater than the bodily injury' .. :' ' 
liability limits of the Erie policy. 

h. 	 Persons who made an underinsured property damage 
claim where the underinsured property damage policy 
limits were equal to or greater than the property 
damage liability limits of the Erie policy. 

2. Plaintiff, Tamara Hardman, is appointed as class representative, as prayed 

for in the Second Amended Complaint; 

3. 	 Brent K. Kesner and the firm of Kesner, Kesner &Bramble, PLLC and Carrie 

L. Newton Esq. are appointed as class counsel; 

4. 	 This action is certified to proceed as a class action; 

5. Following the entry of this Order, the Court will establish a date by which a 

trial plan shall be submitted for approval, and the Court shall set a trail on the merits of the 

case; 

6. 	 The objections and exceptions of all parties are noted; and 

7. 	 The Circuit Clerk is hereby ORDERED to forward certified copies of this 

Order to counsel of record as follows: 

Brent K. Kesner, Esq. Matthew J. Perry, Esq. 

Kesner, Kesner & Bramble, PLLC Lamp, O'Dell, Bartram, Levy & Trautwein, PLlC 


P.O. Box 2587 1108 3rd Ave., Suite 700 

Charleston, VW 25329 PO Box 2488 

Counsel for Plaintiff Huntington. WV 25725 


Counsel for Defendants 
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Carrie L. Newton Esq. 
P.O. Box 508 
630 So. Church Street - Suite 2 
Ripley, VW 25271 
Counsel torPlaintiff 

ENTER this (2r day of '~h-tL ,2010. 

PREPARED BY: 

Brent K Kesner B #2022) 

Kesner, Kesner & Bramble, PLLC 

112 Capitol Street 

P. O. Box 2587 

, Charleston, WV 25329 , 

Carrie L. Newton Esq. 

P,O. Box 506 

630 So. Church Street - Suite 2 

Ripley. VW 25271 

Counsel for Plaintiff i::NTERED THE )~ DAY OF 

NDV ;)010 
ORD1::R Be-OK 10 ¥ . PAGEAPPROVED AS TO FORM BY: 

13'7 
J/~ ,! Vi> ~JU----' 

·7.~·:-~"1 'rr I:OUf)'r
• "\ ...... !. \ ....,.)~...., " 

ATRUE COPY, CEKrIFIEDn-llSTHE 

310 

J. 0'3C13.LN3 
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